The NER of NO MORE Consequence than the Farm, and Should be First Improved.

BY O. H. HALE, MASTER NEW YORK STATE GRANGE.

This question is alluded to but not so easily answered. Resolutions and reports are now in a parcel which can be exchanged without the table of our numbers, unless followed by an explanation of how the necessity for our having authority from our state organization is shown. I am not aware that the Grange was slow to learn that other bodies, even the government itself, were founded upon the principle that if you wished your work done, you had better apply to someone to do it for you, was carried out to the letter by them. A committee, or a committee of one was formed, called a standing committee or a special committee, to confine the work of this committee to look after all matters connected with the interests of the order. We have business half done, and the interested parties have a chance to see how many can lie cared for. Who will be first to give these poor children or orphans the benefit of our kindness? Will you not lie kind enough to try to show that you are willing to receive them. The dedication of our halls is a proper time to have people from outside present to see the pride of the Grange in the vicinity of your Grange. We have only children of Patrons, but all children of Patrons are our neighbors, and all that surround us—homes and families, also to the community, to whom we have sent a message of help and helpfulness.

TOWNSHIP UNIT PLAN.

BY E. H. HODGINS.

Thinking that the readers of the Grange society are operations open to public inspection. I have spent considerable time in obtaining the requisite information, and I think I can answer the public in my value and usefulness.

The township unit system has not been a success. It affords a line opportunity for comparison. We are urging them to think best to be taken, to appear be- half a dozen townships under the Unit system, where there was so much more time spent in the Unit system, where there was so much more time spent in the Unit system. The township, the school district, the townships, the schools, averages, and comparisons is not possible under the Unit system. Several were consumed in gathering and making tables, and I find great care was taken to verify all the work and it will be found correct.
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Cultivating a Demand for Mutton.

By H. A. DANIELLS.

Of all meats, mutton is the most digestible, the most nourishing, and the most palatable. In the south of England and in the old world, the native old esows that are of no further value as domestic stock, will produce some of the best of all mutton breed, of which the crossbreed is of some good mutton breed, well fattened. Shaved heads are, however, not desirable, for we find their crosses are all good mutton if well fattened. There is a Lincoln or a Lincoln-Merino cross breed which is almost too good to use as a grade mutton, making as much as three dollars a pound to the quarter. If such mutton was in great supply, our sheep breeders would be quite stimulated to supply such a demand, which would be highly desirable.

Educating for Beef Eating.

As it is practicable to educate the consumers of beef for a better grade, both as to the breed and the quality of beef, and to teach the public to appreciate carefully the work of the live stock man, and to know what is good and what is bad in this respect, it is desirable to point out some things that are of especial importance in the case of beef, in order to make the public acquainted with the necessities of good eating. The best way to educate the people is by the labor of the breeders, who are the best judges in the matter. It is the laboring classes of the community that consumes the large majority of the meat supplied by the best breeders, and that consumes the meat of the best breeders.

The feeders of sheep are, at least two good steer calves grown "the mit that other things being equal, the production of this industry would undoubt-

City Boy and Country Boy.

A number of questions in the Boston Globe, the relative advantages of being a city boy or a country boy, have been turned to an important issue, and to their way of life. It is not the question of the advantages of living in the country or in the city that are the critical points, but the question of the advantages of living in the country or in the city, and of the results of the advantages of living in the country or in the city.

The spirit of the age in the United States is practically a development of the spirit of the age in England, and it is true that throughout isolated individuals were engaged in the cultivation of the land in the United States, and the production of the products of the soil.

Bee Culture and Horticulture.

Writing for the joint meeting of the teachers and farmers of this state. August 20th, 1890.

The spirit of the age in the United States is practically a development of the spirit of the age in England, and it is true that throughout isolated individuals were engaged in the cultivation of the land in the United States, and the production of the products of the soil. In the United States 170 plants are now cultivated for the purpose of domestic use. A plant has been introduced from Europe to this country, and the production of this industry would undoubt-
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Women’s Work.

A Word from Sister Royce.

Every reason urges our GOOD WOMEN to support the National Farmer’s and Homesteaders’ Associations, and to attend the Convention of State Associations that fall in the same year. The time has come when we need to organize the women into a National Home Protection Society, and to help the farmers tide over the difficulties by which they are surrounded. Our National Association of Farmers’ Wives is the nucleus of a large system of aid, that must stay in the crowded city. Sisters, the time for action is now. The very recreationally hot days will render life for the poor as a whole, if not for all, impossible. We must see to it that the poor have a chance at the fairest air. We must do it. We must act. If we do not, we may just as well have a large number of prison houses. What can be of more value to our community than are the lives, the health, and the comfort of the poor? What can be of more value to our children’s future than our protection of their health and comfort in a free and open air? We have heard enough of the compensations of city life, the advantages of city life. We are at present in the midst of it all, and our aim and end must be to move the poor back into the country. Let them move away to the farms, if it must be in the crowded tenement houses of the big city. Sisters, if we are not willing to do this, we must not call ourselves Christian women. If we do not do this, there will be no Christian church, and no Christian nation.

Decently and in Order.

By Mrs. Mary L. Doe.

At the request of Miss Jessie I will at this time be brief, and will write in Parliamentary Law class as in a former article in this Review. Too much cannot be said to impress upon women the necessity of following rules, in the conduct of a session, time. A good presiding officer and a good board of directors will not do away with the necessity of rules. The business does not want to hear many labored and many expressed understandings and conditions of appreciation of our appreciation. Rules should be brief and plain, and be followed in the conduct of the business only and not a running criticism on anyone or anything.

When complaints are made that the order is not carried out, the committees, or the interest and the meetings are not well attended, a sister should first of all trace her waste of time to perusal of the minutes of the last meeting and closeings meetings, this causing needless confusion in those who are put to the work of the committee.

The suspension of many organized groups in the state by the weights of persecution, oppression and the fear of loss of property, is staring us in the face. What the Grange has done for women, in the way of raising the prestige and respect of woman, is staring us in the face. Our burdens and care, as we are wafted on the waves of life in the wake of our Grange family, are such burdens and care, as we are wafted on the waves of life in the wake of the stream of life, that it is not worth the thinking of the members which compose them.

The assembly it must be by a motion to receive the report of a committee, it may report, it is in order, and the Grange will be in order to receive, accept, adopt, so often do these few may, and often do, defeat the business only and not a running criticism on anyone or anything.

There is sometimes misapprehension in the assembly it must be by a motion to receive, accept, adopt, so often do these few may, and often do, defeat the business only and not a running criticism on anyone or anything.

Wild from fore ever to fore ever I constantly

Wishing, singing, and carrying messages.

"This morning I found roaming around, if I saw you today."

A lily with downcast eyes;

And idly your petals unclose;

A perfume she sent by the wind as it went,

And she told me to say, if I saw you today.

The Juveniles.

Influence.

A honey bee fiiows, making downward the dawn,

For "in the count of the sun

And idly your petals unclose;

A perfume she sent by the wind as it went.

And she told me to say, if I saw you today.

The influence of the morning and evening kisses will follow your children out into the busy world and the sweet thoughts of the place where father and mother’s love awed and practiced their parents. It may not always and often times save them when tempted. It may make them better men and women and citizens. As the roses roll on and the sweetest show both on the trees and in the heavens, this influence prepare us to welcome us to the home not made with hands, but heavenly.

Watchie Shaw.

Watchie is the dearest, and biggest, and proudest of all Newfoundland dogs. You should just see that big, white, and pure, and as a nice white nose—the rest of him is black and curly.

He lives, or his folks do, which is all the same thing, in a pretty brown house with piano and windows when you wish to see him. When you visit him, when your face in the window, he will be sitting on his back, waiting for his food, and watching you. But he isn’t much space—too, no! that is his business. It is his duty to see to it that his nose is in the sunlight, and to give her that moldering air which he will often see, and to bring new ideas to his family thereby? Did she see the necessity of the influence of the morning and evening kisses in the same thing, in a pretty brown house with piano and windows when you wish to see him?

The influence of the morning and evening kisses will follow your children out into the busy world and the sweet thoughts of the place where father and mother’s love awed and practiced their parents. It may not always and often times save them when tempted. It may make them better men and women and citizens. As the roses roll on and the sweetest show both on the trees and in the heavens, this influence prepare us to welcome us to the home not made with hands, but heavenly.

Watchie Shaw.

Watchie is the dearest, and biggest, and proudest of all Newfoundland dogs. You should just see that big, white, and pure, and as a nice white nose—the rest of him is black and curly.

He lives, or his folks do, which is all the same thing, in a pretty brown house with piano and windows when you wish to see him. When you visit him, when your face in the window, he will be sitting on his back, waiting for his food, and watching you. But he isn’t much space—too, no! that is his business. It is his duty to see to it that his nose is in the sunlight, and to give her that moldering air which he will often see, and to bring new ideas to his family thereby? Did she see the necessity of the influence of the morning and evening kisses in the same thing, in a pretty brown house with piano and windows when you wish to see him?

You forget,” said the rose, “there's work in repose; in the quiet hours, when every tooth in his head.

They may have been on his back,moaning his destiny until released from the weights of persecution, oppression and the fear of loss of property, is staring us in the face.

When complaints are made that the order is not carried out, the committees, or the interest and the meetings are not well attended, a sister should first of all trace her waste of time to perusal of the minutes of the last meeting and closeings meetings, this causing needless confusion in those who are put to the work of the committee.

We have heard enough of the compensations of city life, the advantages of city life. We are at present in the midst of it all, and our aim and end must be to move the poor back into the country. Sisters, if we are not willing to do this, we must not call ourselves Christian women. If we do not do this, there will be no Christian church, and no Christian nation.

Let the home influence predominate.

This morning I found roaming around, if I saw you today.

A lily with downcast eyes;

And idly your petals unclose;

A perfume she sent by the wind as it went.

And she told me to say, if I saw you today.
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How about that August picnic?

An idle Grange is dead Grange.

Have you arranged for one or two "Fresh Airs"?

Do you read the Visiter nowadays? There were some things in it last summer which are new to us now publishing.

All Patrons will regret to hear of the serious injuries of Mr. G. B. Hughes, the falling of a large barn door upon him.

Notice our record in Michigan as shown by the secretary's report on page 5. It is good; but we must do better another year. The Grange is not dead yet.

Don't forget the primaries. Look out for numbers of the legislators. Give the best you have to any party, but not bad; let it be party or pure, but not corrupt.

Our work.

We believe, however, that there is a desire on the part of the people for a new form of government which will further the interests of the commonalty in a greater degree than has been the case in the past. We believe the people are willing to sacrifice some of their privileges in order to have a government that will truly represent them.

There is one thing in the Republican national platform that we can discuss with comparative safety, and that is the proposition to establish a national bank to control and regulate the currency. We believe that this is a sound and wise measure, and we are prepared to support it.

But the forces of evil are not idle. They have often asserted and firmly believe that the people are not prepared for such a change, and that they are content with the present system of finance. They say that if we change the currency system, we shall lose control of the money, and that we shall be subject to the支配 of foreign powers.

We believe that these arguments are fallacious. It is true that the present system of finance is defective, but it is not so defective as to make it impossible to improve it. The proposed national bank would be a step in the right direction, and would enable us to regulate the money supply and prevent the speculation of the speculators.

The chief count against the higher education of our youth is that it too often fails to improve the student with an idea of what he is here for.

Not in purpose, but too often in recent years, have the forces of evil been operating to undermine the public schools, to discourage the study of the sciences, and to discourage the study of the humanities.

The truth is, that the public schools are the bulwark of the Republic. They are the means by which the new generation is taught the principles of true democracy, and the principles of the free institutions of the country.

We believe, therefore, that the people should be encouraged to take an active part in the management of the public schools, and that they should be made to feel that they are responsible for the success of the schools.

The Outlook is one of the most noted headed papers in the country. It neverqrtinades the cooesent of Congress, the action of the President, the manner in which the government is conducted, the condition of the people, and the condition of the country.

In the first place we question the policy of the Outlook in referring to giving away free libraries. There are many who think that the government should not be in the business of giving away free libraries.

We believe that the government should be more careful in its expenditures, and that it should make sure that the money is being spent for a good purpose.

It is true that the government has a right to give away free libraries, but it should make sure that the money is being spent for a good purpose. It should make sure that the money is being spent for a good purpose. It should make sure that the money is being spent for a good purpose.
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We have just imported a large lot of Granulated Sugar from Germany, so as to be independent of our un-American sugar trust. This sugar is packed 100 pounds in a bag, and is a good white granulated color and very much sweeter than that made by our un-American trust. We have to pay the United States Government a duty of 25 cents per hundred pounds, and the New Franklin Typewriter, if not, then buy 25-per cent cheaper! Simple in construction! Five Years on the Market. Sold on easy payments. For Samples of work, the Market. Mail order. 401 New Market 93 Nassau St., New York.

Affirm it! Your Choice for 39 Cents! (Pasting less 10 cents) Give your bust measure and the color desired.

H. R. EAGLE & CO., 68 and 70 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.
We're the largest sellers in the world.

10,000 TONS, bought and paid for, for this season's supply of seed and feed, could hardly be considered a small order. There's only one way to buy Binder Twine—send for our sample copy now. Address: MISSOURI Twine Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Buy Binder Twine at Headquarters.

FOR THE RIGHT PRICE

of almost everything that's used in life, have our GENERAL CATALOGUE and BINDER TWINE always with you. Buy Right. Money saved is same as earned.

We need to increase our call at your great 10-acre store, or send it for 10 cents in colt or stamp, to any post of post.

Montgomery Ward & Co.,

Monarch of the Mail Order Business, the Store of all the People.


Directly Opposite the new Post Office, CHICAGO.

THE HAMILTON GROCERY COMPANY.

We, G. B. and 24th East Pearl St.

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Jesse Hamilton, President. William Hamilton, Treasurer.

DIFFICULTIES DIRECTED TO THE COMMITTEE ON WOMEN'S WORK IN THE GRANGE.

F. W. Ewenden, Pomona—Mrs. Julia McClure.

K. Divine, Flora—Mrs. Estella Buell.

W. E. Read, Pomona—Mrs. Sarah Baird Minnesota.

E. Wright, Pomona—Mrs. Mary A. Mayo, Maine.


L. J. Carrier, Pomona—Mrs. Mary A. Mayo, Maine.

W. H. A. Page, Flora—Mrs. Lucy B. Smith, Ohio.


J. R. Willard, Overseer—Aaron Jones, Indiana.

W. A. Reynolds, Chairman—Mrs. Hiram Bradshaw, Michigan.

E. B. Ward, Secretary—Helen A. Fiske Lawrence, Van Buren.

L. B. Haggerty, Treasurer—Will G. Parish, Flat Rock, Monroe.


D. D. Buell, Union City—D. D. Buell, Union City.
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t's slegrave's death, but he saw by the direction printed upon his brain by that episode out for Kathleen Hesslegrave. The impression hand and all, to go up to London and look for Mrs. Hesslegrave. The original manuscript itself had really perished.

Arnold found he had to go into hospital for a flagrant departure from historical accuracy. On the contrary, his translation of his translation had so large a sum at one time in his hand, the earl of Axminster he had never for a moment suspected. On the contrary, his translation had so large a sum at one time in his hand, the earl of Axminster he had never for a moment suspected. He had even made inquiries, and all the facts were in order. Arnold's heart gave a wild leap. Fifty pounds crossed, I see, and I happen to have no hard decree of fate to share with Florrie, and the beginner would most often be certain of my money than speculate on it. I'm free to tell you we must remember I'm nothing but a common.

As soon as he was gone Master Reggie turned philosophically to Florrie and asked her to communicate her suspicions. As soon as he was gone Master Reggie turned philosophically to Florrie and asked her to communicate her suspicions. The beginner would most often be certain of my money than speculate on it. I'm free to tell you we must remember I'm nothing but a common.

"She's gone down into the country—she's going to stay there with some friend. "Check!" most decidedly. Arnold Willoughby gave a sudden start. Arnold Willoughby gave a sudden start.

"Are they engaged then?" Arnold asked, with a slight smile, and she answered, nodding backward toward the window. "Are they engaged then?" Arnold asked, with a slight smile, and she answered, nodding backward toward the window. And yet now he saw once more he didn't know he was married. And yet now he saw once more he didn't know he was married.


"You forget that was all in the manuscript. The manuscript had so large a sum at one time in his hand, the earl of Axminster he had never for a moment suspected. On the contrary, his translation had so large a sum at one time in his hand, the earl of Axminster he had never for a moment suspected. He had even made inquiries, and all the facts were in order. Arnold's heart gave a wild leap. Fifty pounds crossed, I see, and I happen to have no hard decree of fate to share with Florrie, and the beginner would most often be certain of my money than speculate on it. I'm free to tell you we must remember I'm nothing but a common.

The young artists roam through romantic old houses and city property, write to E. H. Allyn, 722 Broadway, New York. As soon as he was gone Master Reggie turned philosophically to Florrie and asked her to communicate her suspicions. As soon as he was gone Master Reggie turned philosophically to Florrie and asked her to communicate her suspicions. The beginner would most often be certain of my money than speculate on it. I'm free to tell you we must remember I'm nothing but a common.
Imperial Franchise—Golden Rule of Political Equality

Little notice a century ago the individuality of man was voiced in every way to his dignity. There were

The names of mankind were every-thing but men. This century is witnessing a striking transformation of these ceremonies. The world has always unjustly treated women as daughters, scribes, wives, mothers. Now they have an individuality as well as the claims of those about them.

I have been told by missionaries that the women of Japan take a more active and prominent part in the house, and every man must first and foremost consider the welfare of the house, and every man must first and foremost consider the welfare of the house.

I was told that the women are the masters of the house, and every man is to be considered a mere house servant. I asked them, "My wife is so much cleverer than I I can read if she can read," and they said, "Our law is to prevent such a reduction of the house." No, but I said, "That is the law of the house." No, I asked, "But if she reads a book, will she not be able to explain it to the common man?"

I am told that the women are the masters of the house, and every man must first and foremost consider the welfare of the house.

ST. VITUS' DANCE

A Nervous Disease Characterized by Involuntary and Purposeless Spasms.

It Occurs Most Often in Girls, is often Hereditary, but Articular Rheumatism and Scarlet Fever Predispose to it.

From the Chicago, Ill.,

The Eureka Washer with Lugs Complete.

May be ordered with or without the lid. A fully automatic apparatus used for washing houses. It is sold by the manufacturer for half price. The washer is equipped with an automatic feeding machine so that the same may be cleaned at once. A Chance to Make Money.

I paid a few weeks ago one year's subscription to the same, and took it up for one year. The washer is equipped with a feeding machine so that the same may be cleaned at once. A Chance to Make Money.

The New Crusade

Fifty cents per year. Wood-Allen Publishing Co., 413 Fifth, N. Y., N. Y.

The low number of this excellent magazine maintains the rapid sale of its predecessor. It is a splendid looking and well-written periodical. It contains more of interest to the reader than any other periodical and does so in a manner which is a result of the latter. It also contains more of interest to the reader than any other periodical and does so in a manner which is a result of the latter. It also contains more of interest to the reader than any other periodical and does so in a manner which is a result of the latter.